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UM WOMEN RECEIVE $1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS 
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROJECTS
MISSOULA--
Two University of Montana graduate students in the UM Environmental Studies 
Program (EVST) have received $1,000 scholarships for environmental research on 
Montana pesticides and the impact of economic development on women.
Luicanne Brieger, of Rosenberg, Texas, and Lisa Shepperd, of Key Largo, Fla., 
will receive the scholarships from the Byron D. and Bernice Dawson Memorial Fund, 
established by friends of the couple with the UM Foundation to provide support for 
graduate students in EVST at UM.
Brieger, daughter of Ms. Merle Fischer, will develop a pesticides workbook 
intended for use by Montana's agricultural community. According to Dr. Ronald 
Erickson, director of EVST, her study for the workbook will include research on
amounts of pesticides now used in Montana and their toxicity and bioaccumulation 
properti es.
Erickson added that Brieger also will cover biological alternatives to manufactured 
pesticides, like natural chemicals from insects or the introduction of natural 
predators of a pest. For example, a species of gall fly is now used in western 
Montana to control knapweed.
Shepperd, daughter of Carol and Shep Shepperd, has proposed an assessment of 
the impact of non-capital-intensive development schemes on women's status and 
fertility. She will conduct her study in Mexico, which is experiencing rapid 
technological development in both urban and rural areas.
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Erickson explained that the negative social and environmental consequences 
of the capital-intensive growth in Mexico have led to proposals of alternative 
development strategies which integrate ecological concerns into the economics of 
development. He said Shepperd will study the implementation of such alternative 
strategies in small community-level projects in a rural region, emphasizing the 
impact on women.
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